Directions to creating an CPALMS/ICPALMS account
1. Go to www.cpalms.org
2. Select “NOT A MEMBER YET?

3. Fill in ALL the appropriate
boxes. Click NEXT SECTION at the
bottom left.

4. At the bottom, either select
CLOSE or CONTINUE TO
iCPALMS.
A verification email will be sent
to your email address and you
MUST CONFIRM your email
address to fully activate the
account.
If you can't find it, please check
the spam/junk mail.
5. Logging into iCPALMS.
www.cpalms.org
Click the iCPALMS tab on the top
right side.
Input your EMAIL and
PASSWORD.
MY PLANNER (BLUE) is where
the CMAPS will be located.
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Navigation Directions on CPALMS/ICPALMS
1. Go to www.cpalms.org
2. Click “SIGN IN” in the upper
right corner.
3. Type your school email address
and your cpalms password and
click “SIGN IN”.

TO FIND STANDARDS
1. Click on the STANDARDS tab at
the top to search for individual
standards and all the resources
that cpalms has to go with that
standard
2. Select MATHEMATICS and then
GRADE 912
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3. Select the DOMAINSUBDOMAIN of your choice and
click the arrow to the right to find
the CLUSTERS that are located in
the domain-subdomain.

4. Click in a CLUSTER and the
individual STANDARDS will appear
with all the information needed
and resources for that standard.

5. Click on RESOURCES at the
bottom of each standard to reveal
all the different resources.

TO FIND COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
1. Click on the COURSE tab at the
top to search for individual courses
and all the resources that cpalms
has to go with that course.
This tab also provides the link to FL
graduation requirements.
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2. Select GRADES PREK to 12
EDUCATION COURSES and then
GRADES 9 to 12 and ADULT
EDUCATION
3. Select MATHEMATICS. Pick the
area of your choice to search. This
example ALGEBRA was selected
and now all the courses under that
branch are shown.
Select the course of your choice.
For this example ALGEBRA 1 was
selected.

4. Once the course is selected,
then all the pertinent information
is provided.
67 standards: Click to see them
You can export to Word, print
course, share course, and insert
notes if you want.
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Sharing and Cloning CMAP’s
When sharing and opening up a shared link, below are directions that all people must follow in order to
share and clone CMAP’s.

Steps that must be followed when receiving a CMAP link for the first time.
(CLONING & CSCHEDULE)
1. After you have created a cpalms
account and logged-in go to either:
 HS Programs Edline Page and select
Curriculum Guides, Mathematics
 Blackboard Learn, then BPS
Secondary Math, then Class
documents, curriculum guides
2. Click the link and the CMAP should
appear. Click the green CLONE button at
the top center of your screen. You will
now have a copy of the CMAP.
3. Log out of the CMAP. (X in the upper
right corner)
Go back to and log into your ICPALMS
account. Your CMAP’s are located in MY
PLANNER.
4. The CSHEDULE must be uploaded for
all CMAP’s. This aligns the Brevard
schools calendar with the uploaded
CMAP.
Click the CSCHEDULE icon for the CMAP
of your choice.
5. Fill in all the appropriate boxes.
These must be answered to move
forward.
 Brevard 2015-2016 Calendar
 Enter any time of the day for a start
and end time.
 Click BUILD MY C-SCHEDULE
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6. This screen shows everyday that the
class meets.
 If you want a day taken out of the
schedule for a bomb threat or
something similar, uncheck that date
and it will be deleted from you CMAP
and all planning will shift over 1 day.
 Towards the bottom, choose a color
for your calendar and sync with your
Calendar.
 SAVE and SYNC with my Calendar
7. Your CSCHEDULE has been
successfully uploaded and now all
vacation and holidays are taken out of
the CMAP calendar.
8. Click the CMAP to now begin
planning, creating, and modifying your
lessons.

SHARING A CMAP
1. Open the CMAP
2. In the upper right corner, select the
“Share” icon.
3. You must agree to the terms and
conditions. Check the box.
Make sure that ENABLED is on the top of
both Sharing and Re-sharing. This allows
those you share it with to re-share to
others.
Click the “Copy to Clipboard” icon.
Go to your email and send an email to
those people you want to share the link
with and RIGHT CLICK or PASTE the link
in your email.
Go back to your CMAP and CLOSE the
box.
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1. To create a CMAP from Scratch
click the MY PLANNER app and then
select ADD CLASS at the top.
2. Click “Create from scratch” and
then select NEXT STEP.
3. Class Title: Fill in the name you
want to call the CMAP
Status: Active
Course: Type in the name and click
“Search”. Place a CHECK in the “add”
box on the right side of the course
you want to upload.
At the bottom: Course Version* –
make sure to select 2015-beyond.
At the bottom, click SAVE.
4. Now it is located in MY PLANNER.
The CSHEDULE must be uploaded for
all CMAP’s. Click the CSCHEDULE
icon for your course.
5. Fill in all the appropriate boxes.
 Brevard 2015-2016 Calendar
 Enter any time of the day for a
start and end time.
 Click BUILD MY C-SCHEDULE

6. This screen shows everyday that
the class meets.
 If you want a day taken out of the
schedule for a bomb threat or
something similar, uncheck that
date and it will be deleted from
you CMAP and all planning will
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shift over 1 day.
 Towards the bottom, choose a
color for your calendar and sync
with your Calendar.
 SAVE and SYNC with my Calendar

7. Now your CSCHEDULE has been
successfully uploaded.
8. Click the CMAP to now begin
planning and creating your lessons.

Collapses
the row
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